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The dc resistivity, Hall coefficient, and magnetoresistance 
have been measured in the temperature range 300-77 K of the semi-
° metallic Bi-Sb alloy films (thickness: 200-20,000 A) prepared by 
vacuum deposition from a source ingot Bil Sb with a zero-gap 
-x x 
composition x
o
(=0.08) onto non-heated and heated (at 1000C) glass 
substrates. The observed resistivity p and Hall coefficient ( 
all negative) R of the films are well represented in the form 
lip = I/Ph + 11 Po and l/R = 1/Rh + l/R
o
' 
respectively, where Po and Ro are the temperature-independent 
(residual) terms, while Ph and Rh are strongly temperature-depen-
dent. A detailed analysis shows that the dc conductivity 0h(= 
I/Ph ) obeys an eXPC-S/Tl/4) law characteristic of variable-range 
hopping conduction, indicating the presence of localized states 
at the band tails. To confirm this, the frequencey dependence 
of the ac conductivity a of the alloy films has also been measured 
in the frequency range 102_10 7 Hz, the results being expressed 
as a ~ wO.5~ wO•8 The density of states at the Fermi level is 
estimated to be NF~3 x 1020 eV- l cm- 3 for films with thickness t< 
° 20 -1 -3 0 1000 A and NF~5 x 10 eV cm for t > 2000 A. A qualitative 
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band model for the amorphous state of Bi and Bi-Sb alloy films is 
discussed to account for the thickness dependence of various quan-
tities and the effect of heated substrates. In conclusion, the 
semimetallic films do exhibit an amorphous nature due to structural 
defects in their transport phenomena, as found in numerous dis-
ordered systems. 
+ Part of this work will be presented at the International Conference 
on Solid Films and Surfaces, Tokyo, 5~8 July, 1978. 
* Dept. of Applied Physics. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Almost all of the transport properties of semimetallic thin films 
such as bismuth have been studied in connection with a quantum size 
effect (QSE)~l) in which the electronic energy states are size-quan-
tized, resulting in oscillations in the transport quantities (resis-
tivity, Hall coefficient, and magnetoresistance, etc.) as a function 
of the thickness with a period nearly equal to the de Broglie wave-
length of the conduction carriers. Since the early work done by 
Ogrin et al.,2) numerous data on the Bi films have been published, 
all of which assert the experimintal manifestation of the oscillatory 
behavior according to QSE; the references to these are cited in the 
paper by Asahi et al. 3) and we shall not here recite them. These Bi 
films have been mostly prepared by vacuum-evaporation onto a heated 
(130-150 0 C) mica substrate. These epitaxia11y deposited films are 
found to consist of a mosaic of crystallites averaging a few microns 
in diameter, with the trigonal axis perpendicular to the plane of the 
film. 
However, experimental points of these works seem to considerably 
scatter in order to show a systematic variation characteristic of the 
QSE. Even in the work by Garcia et al. 4) it is pointed out that there 
still remain questions as to whether the observed changes in the gal-
vanomagnetic properties with varying thickness are due to size quanti-
zation or to differences in the film structure. It is also worth-
while to note that the oscillatory character of resistivities of Bi 
films is likely due to the structural changes in the film with film 
thickness, which is found by the oscillatory dependence of the crystal-
lite mean size on the film thickness. 5) 
On the other hand, our previous studies 6- 8)on the Bi films depos-
ited on a glass substrate have disclosed that the Hall coefficients 
° for thicker films with thickness* t >500 A are n-type over the tem-
o 
perature range 300-77 K, while thinner ones with t <500 A are p-type 
at high temperatures and become n-type as the temperature is lowered, 
indicating the presence of local acceptor state. Furthermore, in 
these studies we have stressed that the charge neutrality condition 
that the electron concentration n is equal to the hole concentration 
p is not necessarily fulfilled for the case of thin films, although 
many workers assume its validity. The reason for this is, as one 
may readily imagine, that in actual films there exist a number of 
crystal (or structural) imperfections such as macro- or micro-voids, 
* The nominal thickness of early works is a quarter of the present 
value (see section 2). 
grains, impurities in the material, as well as chemisorbed gases, 
which could produce more or less amorphousness of the films, even 
when prepared at elevated temperatures higher than a crystallization 
temperature (10~30 K)9). 
1~ 
To our knowledge, most of the works pertaining to the QSE have 
not taken account of such an amorphous nature of the films, in a sense 
of structural disorder or electrical properties --- that is, the 
blurring of the band edges (mobility edges and band tails) and the 
formation of localized states in the mobility gap, in much the same 
way as amorphous semiconductors which have been of current interest 
for many researchers. In these disorder systems, besides the normal 
band-conduction of the carriers, conduction also takes place in the 
form of phonon-assisted (variable-range) hopping between the sites at 
the localized states. lO ) Although there are still a number of unre-
solved problems even in this field,11,12) one of the characteristic 
features of the disordered systems is the temperature dependence of 
dc conductivity expressed by 
cr = AexpC-S/Tl / 4 ), (1) 
where S is related with the density of states at the Fermi level, as 
shown later. Also the frequency dependence of the ac conductivity 
is known to characterize the amorphous solids. 
In the present work, we have attempted to analyze our transport 
data of vacuum-deposited Bi-Sb alloy films in terms of the above 
picture. As an extension of Bi films and to make matters simple, 
we have selected the starting bulk ingot of Bil_xSb
x 
with a zero-gap 
composition x (=8 at %)13) at which the overlap between the conduction o • 
and valence bands vanishes --- semimetal-to-semiconductor transition. 
2. EXPERIMENTAL 
The source ingot of Bil Sb with x=0.o8 was prepared by a quench-
-x x 
ing method --- melting of the two elements in a quartz ampul followed 
by quenching into water; this method was found to be preferable with 
regard to a homogeneity of alloy composition compared with other two 
methods. 13 ) A piece of ingot was then evaporated in a vacuum of 
10-7 Torr from a tantalum boat onto a glass substrate kept at room 
temperature (non-heated substrate) and partly at 1000e (heated sub-
strate). The shape of the sample was of a four-probe type; 1.25 mm 
in width and 3.10 mm in length for the potential difference measure-
ments. 
The nominal film thickness t, an important factor, was determined 
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by a weight method using the expression of 
t = m/ndh2, (2) 
where m is the amount of the evaporated alloy, h the vertical height 
of the substrate from a boat, and d the alloy density. Here the 
alloy density was estimated by a linear interpolation procedure as 
d = (1 - x)dBi + xdSb ' where x is the Sb composition and d's are 
respective densities; thus d=9.53 g/cm3 for x=0.08 with dBi=9.78 and 
dSb=6.62 g/cm
3
. In a previous thickness determination, eq.(2) was 
also used but with a factor 4 in the denominator. 6- 8 ) 
The dc resistivity, Hall coefficient, and transverse magneto-
resistance of the alloy films thus produced (thickness ranging from 
o 0 
200 A to 20,000 A) were measured mostly over the temperature range 
300-77 K and partly down to liquid helium temperatures, by a dc poten-
tiometric method. For some samples we measured the ac conductivity 
using an ac generator and an oscilloscope over the frequency range 
102_10 7 Hz to confirm a possible hopping conduction. For reference 
sake, the data for Bi films measured previOuSly6,7) are presented in 
a later discussion. Though not shown in the present paper, we also 
examined the film surface by a scanning electron microscope and found 
that the alloy films were rather smooth with less macroscopic voids 
compared with the Bi films. 
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
3.1. Evaporation rate 
Prior to detailed measurements, we at first examined the effect 
of an evaporation rate on the electrical properties of the alloy films, 
where the rate was controlled by adjusting a heater current through 
the tantalum boat. Typical results are shown in Fig. 1. The resis-
o 
tivity p at room temperature of the film with t=4000 A decreases as 
the evaporation rate is increased as shown in Fig. lea). In Fig.leb) 
are displayed the observed Hall mobilities ~ at room temperature (R.T.) 
and 77 K as ~ function of Sb concentration x for Bil_xSb
x 
alloy films 
with t=4000 A prepared at two different rates. Apparently ~ becomes 
largest at x=0.o8 as expected and it is high for a high evaporation 
rate. These results indicate that the higher the evaporation rate, 
the better the electrical and structural properties of the deposited 
films; a high rate leads to more defectless films. Thereafter all 
the films with x=o.08 were deposited at the highest possible rate 
o 
(70 A/s). 
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Fig. 1. Effect of an evaporation rate on the electrical proper-
ties of Bil_xSb
x 
alloy films: (a) Resisti~ity p at room temperature 
(R.T.) of the film with thickness t=4000 A vs evaporation rate. 
(b) Hall mobility~ at R.T. and 77 K of the films prepared at two 
o 0 
different rates (high rate;70 A/s, low rate;20 A/s) as a function 
of Sb concentration. 
3.2. Resistivity 
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The temperature dependence of the observed resistivity for vari-
ous alloy films with different thickness is shown in Fig. 2 in the 
temperature range (a) 300-77 K and (b) down to 2 K. In Fig. 2(a) is 
included a bulk sample of Bil Sb (x=O.08). In the case of alloy 
-x x 
films, as the temperature is lowered the resistivity increases and 
levers off to a constant value (residual resistivity) down to liquid 
helium temperatures. In a later section, we shall show a more de-
tailed analysis of the p-T curves, togerther with the Hall coefficient 
data. 
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of resistivity for various alloy 
films and a bulk sample with x=8 at.% Sb in the temperature range 
(a) 300-77 K and (b) 300-2 K. 
The thickness dependence of the resistivities at R.T. and 77 K 
is shown in Fig. 3 for alloy films and pure Bi films 6 ,14) for compar-
ison; the data of Bi films shown are corrected from the previous 
results with respect to the film thickness, as described in section 2. 
In contrast with Bi films, the thickness dependence for the alloy 
films is considerably small over the thickness ranges studied. In 
this case, a classical size effect, due to boundary scattering at the 
o 
film surface, is ineffective down to 200 A but may be effective for 
much thinner films. For Bi the bulk mean free path of the carriers 
was estimated to be I =500-600 1.14) It is expected that the bulk 
o 
mean free path of alloy is shorter than that of Bi and the structural 
defects of the alloy films may be smaller than those of Bi films. 
At all events, an oscillatory behavior in the thickness dependence of 
resistivity expected from the QSE is hardly seen for both alloy and 
Bi films, which forms a striking contrast to the results found by others. 
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Fig. 3. Thickness dependence of resistivities at room tem-
perature (R.T.) and 77 K for alloy films and for comparison 
Bi films obtained previouSly.6,14) 
3.3. Hall coefficient 
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All the Hall coefficients R were negative and independent of a 
magnetic field up to 21 kG, regardless of film thickness and tempera-
ture. The temperature dependence of R of various alloy films, 
measured at 14.5 kG, is shown in Fig. 4; (a) in a linear scale and 
(b) in a logarithmic scale against liT. We note that the coeffi-
cients increase with decreasing temperature and become almost constant 
at lower temperatures; the constant values extrapolated to low temper-
atures are equal to those measured at liquid helium temperatures, 
though not shown here. No sign reversal of the Hall coefficient was 
observed for any alloy films, whereas it was found for thinner Bi 
films with t<2000 A. 7) The Hall coefficient of a bulk sample was 
also negative but an order of magnitude larger than those of thin 
films. 13 ) 
The thickness dependence of the observed Hall coefficients at 
R.T. and 77 K is illUstrated in Fig. 5 for alloy films prepared at 
two different substrate temperatures. It is to be noted that the 
absolute values become smaller with decreasing thickness. In other 
words, the number of conduction carriers increases as the thickness 
is decreased, indicating the increased structural imperfections. 
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient R of various 
alloy films deposited on a glass substrate kept at room temperature 
and on a heated substrate (indicated by H.S.); (a) in a linear and 
(b) a logarithmic scale vs liT. 
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Fig. 5. Thickness dependence 
of the observed Hall coefficients 
at room temperature (R.T., open 
marks) and 77 K (solid marks) for 
alloy films deposited on non-heated 
substrates, indicated by circles, 
and heated substrates (H.S.) 
indicated by squares. 
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The values R for heated substrates are seen to be larger than those 
for non-heated substrates. This means that the former films involve 
less structural defects compared with the latters. 
on these points later. 
3.4. Hall mobility and magnetoresistance 
We will discuss 
The temperature dependence of the Hall mobility ~(~Vp)of various 
alloy films with different thickness is shown in Fig. 6 only for com-
parison; here we shall not discuss a scattering mechanism involved. 
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The absolute values of ~ decrease with decreasing thickness in a 
similar fashion to p and R. 
The transverse magnetoresistance ~plp of alloy films varied 
nearly quadratically with applied field H up to 21 kG, which indicates 
the validity of a weak field condition; for the case of bulk alloy 
this condition holds at much weaker fields less than 1 kG. 13 ) 
The temperature variations of ~p/p measured at 14.5 kG are demonstrated 
in Fig. 7 for different alloy films. The inset shows some typical 
results in a log-log scale for comparison with the change in mobility. 
o 
For films thinner than 1000 A the magnetoresistance is almost constant 
and too small to see a systematic variation. 
As mentioned above, when the weak field condition holds, the 
magnetoresistance can be written in the form 
2 2 ~p/p <X: ~ H . (3) 
However, the temperature dependence of ~p/p is apparently different 
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Fig. 7. Temperature dependence of the transverse magnetoresist-
ance at 14.5 kG of alloy films with different thickness. The 
inset shows the results for some samples in a log-log scale. 
from that of ~2, in particular for thinner films. The difference 
might stem from the inapplicability of such a simple expression of 
eq.(3) or possibly from a different conduction mechanism other than 
usual band-conduction. 
3.5. Analysis of resistivity and Hall coefficient 
In the foregoing sections, we have presented the measured dc 
electrical properties of Bi-Sb alloy films. Of them the resistivity 
and Hall coefficient are independent and important quantities. By 
taking into account the amorphous nature of the vacuum-deposited 
films, we have attempted to analyze these data on the basis of infor-
mation about disordered systems. 10- 12 ) 
First of all, we would like to stress that the observed resistivity 
P and Hall coefficient (all negative) R are well represented by the 
following forms, 
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lip = l/Ph + l/P o ' l/R = l/Rh + l/Ro ' 
where Po and Ro are temperature-independent (residual) components, 
while Ph and Rh are strongly temperature-dependent; the suffix h is 
intended to denote a " hopping " conduction rather than usual band-
conduction. The residual components, Po and R
o
' are easily obtained 
by extrapolation from each curve (Figs. 2, 4, and 5), which are also 
confirmed by measurements at liquid helium temperatures. Thus one 
can evaluate the values of I/Ph (=oh) and l/Rh from the observed 
values lip and l/R. In what follows we shall show the results 
separately. 
(A) Ph 
According to the well-known (variable-range) hopping conduction 
theory, the temperature dependence of dc conductivity of amorphous 
solids is typically expressed in the form of eq.(l), in particular 
for three dimensional systems. For two dimensions the theory is 
extended to give another law15- 17 ) 
(5 ) 
where the slope S2 also relates with the density of states at the 
Fermi level and depends upon film thickness. Various experimental 
results are reported to follow the T-1/3 dependence too; a_Ge,17) 
TCNQ comPlexes,18) heavily doped GaAs,19) and amorphous carbon. 20 ) 
We have attempted to plot the temperature-dependent component 
0h (=l/Ph ) against liT, I/T
l/3
, and I/Tl/4 for alloy films prepared 
at different substrate temperature, annealed samples as described 
later, as well as Bi films. 7) The results are demonstrated in Figs. 
8 -1 , 9, and 10, respectively. It is clear that the 0h-T curves 
do not follow any straight line over the temperature range studied. 
Though no single activation energy E is available in the expression 
0h = Cexp(-E/kT), ( 6) 
one may estimate the approximate value of E from the slope at high 
temperature side; the values will be shown later (Fig. 13). 
On the other hand, both the 0h-T-1/3 and 0h-T-1/4 plots fit 
fairly well to a straight line, but it seems difficult to distinguish 
(*) Equation (4) can be rewritten in another forms corresponding to 
conductivities and carrier densities as 
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which of them is better. For one thing, we should note that the 
values of a h are not the directly measured quantities but derived by 
extrapolation from the observed values. There may be some arbitrar-
iness in determining the residual values l/po in this procedure; the 
uncertainty in a h is particularly large at lower temperature side. 
Such a possibility of log a vs T- l / n with n=2, 3, and 4 is already 
reported for a disordered system,19) while Knotek et al. 17 ) have made 
it clear that a transition from T-l / 3 to T- l / 4 behavior (two dimen-
o 
sional -to- three dimensional) takes place at thickness 400 A in their 
vacuum-deposited a-Ge films. We have here analyzed our data (I/Ph 
and l/Rh ) in terms of the T-
l / 4 plots. The variations of the slopes 
S in eq.(l) and S2 in eq.(5) with thickness are quite similar to each 
other. The results of S's will be shown later (Fig. 13). 
(B) Rh 
The temperature-dependent terms l/Rh of the Hall coefficients, 
obtained by the similar procedure, for some alloy films are plotted 
against T- l / 4 in Fig. 11. In this case experimental points also lie 
well on a straight line. We may write as 
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Fig. 11. l/Rh vs 1/Tl/4 plots: (a) alloy films depOSited on non-
heated substrates. (b) alloy films deposited on heated substrates 
and annealed film. 
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1/4 DexP(-SR/T ), (7 ) 
where SR is the slope of a line, e the electronic charge, and we may 
regard n h as any corresponding carrier concentration. The values 
of SR are shown later as a function of film thickness (Fig. 13). 
3.6. Ac conductivity 
The foregoing results of the temperature dependence of dc resis-
tivity Ph and Hall coefficient Rh of the semimetallic films are all 
suggestive of the presence of thermally assisted hopping conduction 
characteristic of amorphous solids. In order to confirm this, we 
have further attempted to measure the frequency dependence of the ac 
conductivity of alloy films over the frequency range from 102 to 107 
Hz at room temperature and 77 K. 
As noted by Adler,ll) for usual band-like conduction (the 
conduction carriers in the Bloch states expressed by a wavevector), 
the ac conductivity should be essentially independent of frequency 
up through the microwave region. On the other hand, when hopping 
conduction predominates, it should increase roughly as wo. S as shown 
by Pollak and Geball. 21 ) Mott's expression22 ) for the ac hopping 
conductivity is written as 
(S) 
where Wo is the optical-phonon frequency and a the spatial extent of 
the localized states in the vicinity of the Fermi energy. Experimen-
tally the wo. S dependence is observed for a-Ge and _Si,23) while for 
a-Se the ac conductivity increases as wn up to lOS Hz, with n decreas-
ing from 1.OS at 77 K to 0.S5 at 320 K. 24 ) Above lOS Hz, the ac 
conductivity appears to saturate, while at low temperatures it is 
essentially temperature-independent. 
Our experimental results are shown in Fig. 12, where a bulk alloy 
sample is also included for reference. We can see the following 
o 
characteristic features: (i) For thinner films less than 1000 A, 
the ac conductivity is constant at lower frequencies and increases 
with frequency up to 2 x 10 6 Hz as wn at both temperatures (R.T. and 
77 K), the exponent n depending slightly on temperature (see Table I). 
o (ii) For thicker films more than SOOO A, it is almost frequency-
independent up to 106 Hz at both temperatures, but with a sharp rise 
in the conductivity at 2.5 x 106 Hz. (iii) For films with inter-
o 6 
mediate thickness t=3000 ~ 4000 A, it is constant up to 10 Hz at R.T., 
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Fig. 12. Frequency dependence of the ac conductivity 
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at room temperature (R.T.) and 77 K for Bi-Sb alloy films 
and a bulk sample. H.S.: heated substrate. Others: non-
heated substrate. 
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Thickness 
° t ( A) 
SOOO 
4000* 
3000 
500 
500* 
200 
Temperature 
R.T. 77 K 
0.7 
0.6 
0.6 0.8 
0.5 0.7 
0.7 O.S 
Table I. The exponent n of each o_wn 
curve for some alloy films at room temper-
ature (R.T.) and 77 K. 
*) Alloy films prepared on a heated (at 
100°C) substrate; others on a non-heated 
substrate. 
whereas the conductivity again depends on frequency at 77 K. (iv) 
The exponent n for each o_wn curve at R.T. and 77 K is given in 
Table I. The value n at 77 K is larger than that at R.T. It is 
interesting to note that the values ofn=0.5 ~ 0.8 for our alloy films 
are comparable to that found for amorphous semiconductors. (v) The 
behavior of the bulk sample at high frequency is a little complicated. 
Furthermore, we may note that for some samples there appears a 
sharp rise centered around 2.5 x 10 6Hz and a rather broad dip at 
(4. 5 ~ 5) x 10 6 Hz in the o-w curve. These behaviors may not be due 
to experimental errors, but we have no definite explanation for them. 
A possible origin may be any surface effect or the presence of any 
elemental excitation such as a plasma oscillation. If we use the 
free electron values for the plasma frequency 
wp
2 4TIne 2/m, 
we get a carrier concentration of the order of 106 cm- 3 for w = 3 x 
107 rad·s- l . Since the dc Hall coefficient yields n=101S_lb 20 cm- 3 , 
it can be said that a very small amount of carriers would contribute 
to such an anomaly. At all events, the observed frequency dependence 
of the ac conductivity in the alloy films has confirmed the existence 
of a hopping process characteristic of disordered systems. 
3.7. Annealing 
In addition, we have attempted to anneal the as-deposited films 
(films on non-heated substrate) for a few hours at 100°C in the same 
vacuum chamber. However, it was found that the various quantities 
(resistivity, Hall coefficient, as well as the estimated density of 
states) were the same as those of the as-deposited films, regardless 
of film thickness. This result indicates that the electrical prop-
erties and the amorphous nature do not change even after such heat-
treatment. 
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4. THICKNESS DEPENDENCE OF VARIOUS QUANTITIES AND DISCUSSION 
Finally, we show the thickness dependence of various quantities 
so far presented, from which we discuss on the transport properties 
and amorphous nature of vacuum-deposited semimetallic films. 
Figure 13(a) displays the slope S of the temperature-dependent 
dc conductivity 0h(=l/P h ) vs T-
l / 4 curve as expressed in eq.(l) and 
the slope SR of the Hall coefficient l/Rh vs T-
l / 4 curve as expressed 
by eq.(7), as a function of film thickness for Bi-Sb alloy films 
prepared at two different substrate temperatures and Bi films 6 ,7) 
prepared previously. It can be seen that the thickness dependence 
of the slope S is almost parallel to the behavior of SR' Here we 
shall confine ourselves to the value S for further discussion. 
At first it is to be noted that the slope S for the thinner films 
o 
less than 1000 A is a little larger than that for the thicker films 
o 
more than 2000 A and at both sides it is almost constant. Further-
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o ( A ) 
Thickness dependence of the slopes of various quan-
tities for Bi-Sb alloy films deposited on non-heated substrate 
(marked by open circles and squares), those on heated substrate 
(solid circles and squares), and pure Bi films (triangle).6,7) 
(a) The slope S of the 0h-T-l/4 curve, eq.(l), and the SR of 
the 1/Rh-T-
l / 4 curve, eq.(7). The right hand scale shows the 
density of states at the Fermi level NF calculated from eq.(lO). 
(b) The slope E of the 0h-T-l curve, eq.(6), and ER of the 
corresponding l/Rh-T-l curve. 
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more, the values of S for the heated substrate and pure bismuth film 
are smaller than those for alloy films prepared at room temperature. 
According to the well-known variable-range hopping conduction 
model characteristic of amorphous semiconductors or in general 
disordered systems, the slope S for three dimensions is written by 
S = c(a 3/kNF)1/4, (10) 
where a is the rate of fall-off of the envelope of the wavefunction 
and NF the density of states at the Fermi level. The constant c 
is about 2, though slightly different values are taken (see, for 
example, ref. 17). If we take a as a reciprocal of the lattice 
o 
spacing for a rhombohedral crystal structure of Bi and Sb, a ~ 5 A 
for Bi and Sb, we can evaluate the density of states NF of our films. 
The value of NF is indicated at the right hand scale of Fig. 13(a). 
Thus we can say that the density of states for alloy films prepared 
at room temperature is smaller than those for heated substrates and 
Bi films. These values are, however, an order of magnitude larger 
than those of covalent amorphous semiconductors such as a-Ge films. 17 ) 
On the other hand, assuming an activation energy-type conduction 
in the films, one may make a rough estimation of the activation energy 
E for the conductivity 0 h from the expression of eq.(6), and similarly 
ER for the Hall coefficient as 
( 6 ' ) 
In Fig. 13(b) are plotted the values E and ER against film thickness. 
Their thickness dependence is similar to the behavior of Fig. l3(a). 
As pointed out by Paul,12) the existence of an exponential 
dependence of ° on liT with a single activation energy is sometimes 
quoted as experimental justification for the concept of mobility 
edges, since it was generally supposed that disorder smeared a very 
considerable density of localized states into the formerly forbidden 
gap. If a mobility edge exists, there should be a regime of conduc-
tion at high temperature where the carrier concentration varies as 
(11) 
where Ef - Ec is the distance of the Fermi level below the mobility 
edge. The value of Ec-Ef C=ERin our notation) for a-Ge is about 0.5 
ev.
12 ) If we apply this argument to our results, ER for Bi-Sb alloy 
films is about 80-100 meV, much smaller than that for amorphous semi-
conductors. However, it seems that there still remain questions as 
to the determination of a true activation energy or mobility gap 
from experiments even for amorphous semiconductors. II) Nonetheless, 
we may regard the value ER as an approximate magnitude of the mobili-
ty gap. 
Now in the present analysis of electrical properties of semime-
tallic films, we have separated the observed resistivity and Hall 
coefficient into its temperature-dependent and independent terms 
as in eq.(4). We show their thickness dependence as follows. 
In Fig. 14 are shown the variations of the temperature-independent 
(or residual) terms with film thickness; a (=l/p ) and l/R (=en). 
o 0 0 0 
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.-
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Fig. 14. Thickness dependence of the temperature-independent 
(residual) dc conductivity a (=l/p ), Hall coefficient l/R , 
000
and Hall mobility ~ defined by eq. (12) for alloy films on 
o 
non-heated substrate (open symbols) and heated substrate (solid 
symbols) . 
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Also is included the corresponding temperature-independent Hall mo-
bility Vo defined by 
v = R /P . 
000 
(12) 
It is of interest to see that the residual conductivity 00 increases 
as the film thickness is decreased. This increase is due to the 
increased carrier density n (=l/eR) with decreasing thickness 
o 0 
because thinner films involve a number of structural defects. 
Similar plots are shown in Fig. 15 for the temperature-dependent 
conductivity 0 h (=l/Ph ) and Hall coefficient l/Rh (=enh ), for refer-
ence sake at T=300 K (T- l / 4=O.24 K- l / 4 ), as well as the corresponding 
103 102 
10\> 
() 
3, 
s::. (..oJ 
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o 
T-lfl, = 0.24 
o 
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Fig. 15. Thickness dependence of the temperature-dependent dc 
conductivity 0 h (=l/P h ), Hall coefficient l/Rh' and Hall mobility ~h (=Rh/Ph ) defined by eq. (13), at the temperature of T- l / 4=O.24 
for alloy films. 
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Hall mobility defined by the relation 
In contrast with the residual conductivity 00' the "hopping" conduc-
tivity 0h decreases with decreasing thickness, while the "hopping" 
carrier density n h increases. The striking difference in the thick-
ness dependence of 00 and 0h is due to the difference in the conduc-
tion type; the one is residual and the other is a phonon-assisted 
hopping through localized states. 
Furthermore, it is usually believed that the T- l / 4 dependence 
of the dc conductivity of amorphous solids holds at sufficiently low 
temperatures and is explained by Mott's variable-range hopping theory, 
while conduction at high temperature in states above the conduction-
band mobility edge and below the valence-band mobility edge is band-
like in nature. However, with regard to the argument that the T- l / 4 
theory does not apply in the temperature range in which the T- l / 4 
behavior has been reported, Pollak et al. 25 ) have emphasized that 
the variable-range hopping theory is applicable to much higher temper-
atures than has been realized. We think that this is the case for 
our results of semimetallic films in the range 300-77 K. 
Now, we would like to discuss our hitherto-mentioned results; 
the T- l / 4 dependence of the dc conductivity and the frequency depen-
dence of the ac conductivity, as well as their thickness dependences. 
Figure 16 illustrates schematically the energy band model of crystal-
line solids; (a) Ge or Si with the L- or X-point conduction band and 
the r-point valence band in k-space, (b) semimetallic Bi with the 
overlap between the L-point conduction and T-point valence bands, and 
(c) Bil Sb alloy with the zero-gap composition (x=0.08). The cor-
-x x 
responding density of states N(E) for amorphous states is shown below, 
(a'), (b'), and (c'). As often mentioned, the existence of band tail, 
mobility edges, Ec and E
v
' and localized states (shaded region in the 
figure) near the Fermi level EF is characteristic of the disordered 
systems. 
First, it is reasonable to think that the mobility gap Ec-Ev 
becomes narrower as the band structure changes from a semiconductor 
(a) to a zero-gap semimetal (c). Correspondingly, the density of 
states of semimetallic Bi is larger than that of semiconductor by an 
order of magnitude, as found in the present analysis, while upon 
alloying with Sb it becomes smaller [Fig. l6(c')]. This is evidenced 
by the fact that the slope S of alloy films is larger than that of 
pure Bi films [Fig. 13(b)]. In the present discussion, we neglect 
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Fig. 16. Upper: Schematic energy band model of well-known 
crystalline solids in k-space; (a) Ge or Si, (b) Bi, and (c) 
Bi-Sb alloy with a zero-Gap composition. 
Lower: Corresponding density of states for amorphous solids. 
The shaded region is the localized states (see the text for 
further details). 
the temperature dependence of the energy band. 
Second, the thickness dependence of the slope S or NF and the 
approximate activation enrgy E or ER can be considered as due to an 
outward shift of the conduction and valence bands, as indicated by 
the arrows in Fig. 16. As the film thickness is decreased, the 
overlapping of both bands is decreased, though the change may be 
small, and thus reducing the density of states at the Fermi energy, 
in agreement with the results shown in Fig. 13. It should be empha-
sized that the band shift is in no way the reverse direction or the 
approaching of both bands. One must note, however, that the shift 
is not continuous with varying the thickness; the value of S (or E) 
is seen to be almost constant at both sides, for thinner films or 
o 
thicker films at the thickness boundary of 1000-2000 A (Fig. 13). 
Such a behavior may be related with the crystalline state or the 
degree of amorphousness of the grown films. On the contrary, the 
transport quantities such as 00' no' 0h' and n h vary continuously 
with film thickness. 
Third, one may note, the effect of heating the substrate, that NF 
for the heated substrate is larger than that for the non-heated one 
(Fig. 13). When a substrate is heated at an elevated temperature 
during deposition, the crystallization will be accelerated to produce 
large crystallites. At first sight one may expect a decrease in the 
amorphousness of the grown film, whence the density of states at 
localized states should be decreased. However, our results show 
rather the increase in NF . 
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With respect to such a difference between heated (at 100°C) and 
non-heated (at room temperature) substrates, a further discussion can 
be reasonably proceeded with as follows, by taking into account the 
difference in conduction mechanism between temperature-independent 
(residual) components (Fig. 14) and temperature-dependent ones(Fig.15). 
(1) Residual components: Upon heating the substrate, the nature of 
amorphousness will be reduced due to the accelerated crystallization, 
resulting in a decrease in smearing of band edges or band tails. 
As a result, the apparent activation enrgy E, ER, or the mobility gap 
Ec-Ev decrease, while the density of states NF increases (Fig. 13). 
At the same time, because of a decrease in the number of structural 
defects such as micro-voids through crystallization, the residual 
carrier concentration n (=l/eR) for the heated substrate becomes 
o 0 
smaller compared with that for the non-heated substrate, and thus 
the residual conductivity 00 is decreased, as seen in Fig. 14; the 
corresponding Hall mobility ~ (=R ° ) becomes large compared with that 000 
of the non-heated substrate. 
(2) Temperature-dependent components: In this case, conduction takes 
place via a phonon-assisted (variable-range) hopping in the localized 
states. As seen from Fig. 15, it is also reasonable to think that 
a small mobility gap for the heated substrate corresponds to a de-
crease in the number of "hopping" carriers n h , compared with that for 
the non-heated substrate. However, since the density of states NF 
for the heated substrate is larger than that for the non-heated one, 
the "hopping" conductivity 0h becomes higher than that for the non-
heated substrate. 
Finally, we would like to add a few comments on our experimental 
results of the observed Hall mobility and transverse magnetoresistance, 
together with a dimensionality of the hopping conduction. 
Our analysis has shown that the independent transport quantities 
of dc resistivity and Hall coefficient consist of the two terms, each 
of which is residual or "hopping-like". The observed Hall mobility 
is defined by ~=R/p. Using our notations of eq.(4) it can be re-
written as 
R 
P 
(14 ) 
2~ 
and it can never be expressed in the form 
(15) 
with the temperature-dependent ~h=Rh/Ph and temperature-independent 
(residual) ~ =R /p. Therefore, Fig. 6 appears to have no physical 
000 
meaning and thus one may not be able to discuss a scattering mechanism 
of conduction carriers. 
the different films. 
It shows only a relative magnitude among 
In a similar sense, the magnetoresistance data (Fig. 7) also 
show only a relative change with thickness but they do not give us 
any physical understanding, since it is difficult to write down as 
Ap/p = APh/Ph + Apo/p o ~ ( 2 + 2)H2 ~h ~o ~ 
2H2 ~ , (16) 
where APh/P h and Apo/p o are temperature-dependent and independent 
terms, respectively. 
Throughout our analysis of the transport data of vacuum-deposited 
alloy films, we have restricted to the T- l / 4 dependence of ah and Rh , 
which is applicable to three dimensional systems. Our results in 
° the thickness range 200-20,000 A cannot clarify a transition from 
three to two dimensions (from the T- l / 4 to T- l / 3 dependence) at a 
certain thickness, as found by Knotek et al. 17 ) Thus it is specu-
lated that such a change in dimensionality, if any, could probably 
occur at much more thinner films than those used here. Experiments 
° on more thinner films (t<200 A) are desirable, but the Hall voltage, 
for example, would become too small to get meaningful information. 
5. SUMMARY 
Semimetallic Bi-Sb alloy films have been prepared onto a glass 
substrate kept at room temperature (non-heated substrate) and a heated 
(at 1000e) substrate, by vacuum deposition from a source alloy ingot 
Bil_xSb
x 
with a zero-gap composition (x=0.08). Various galvanomag-
netic properties of these films have been measured mostly in the 
temperature range 300-77 K and partly down to liquid helium tempera-
tures. The experimental results and concluding remarks drawn from 
data analysis are summarized as follows: 
1) The evaporation rate affects the electrical properties of the 
grown films. A high rate of deposition produces a film with low 
resistivity and high Hall mobility. In this work all the films were 
° prepared at a rate of 70 A/s. 
2) The observed temperature dependences of the dc resistivity P and 
Hall coefficient R in the temperature range studied are conveniently 
separated into two parts; the temperature-dependent components Ph and 
Rh , and the temperature-independent (residual) ones Po and Ro' as 
expressed in eq.(4). 
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3) The temperature-dependent terms Ph and Rh are well represented 
by the T- l / 4 (also T- l / 3 ) behavior rather than an activation energy-
type T- l , indicating a hopping conduction characteristic of disordered 
solids. 
4) In order to confirm the hopping conduction, an attempt at mea-
suring the ac conductivity in the frequency range 102_10 7 Hz was made 
at 300 and 77 K. Thinner films show the variation of the ac conduc-
tivity as wo. 6 ~ wO. 8 , while thicker films have a little small fre-
quency dependence. 
5) We have analyzed these data in terms of the concepts of smearing 
of band edges, mobility gap, and variable-range hopping conduction 
in localized states, which are well known in amorphous solids. 
-1/4 From the slope of the a h vs T curve, the density of states at the 
Fermi level NF is estimated to be of the order of 1020 - 1021 eV-l cm-3, 
which is an order of magnitude larger than that of a-Ge or a-Si. 
The values NF of alloy films on non-heated substrate are lower than 
those on heated substrate and Bi films. In addition, as a rough 
estimation of the mobility gap E -E , we have used the activation 
energy ER in the l/Rh-T-l relati~ns~iP' Ec-Ev being 80-100 meV, much 
smaller than those of a-Si and a-Ge. Furthermore, it is pointed out 
that a change in dimensionality (from the T- l / 4 to T- l / 3 behavior) 
o 
must be studied for thinner films (t<200 A). 
6) A qualitative discussion has been made of a band model for the 
amorphous state of Bi and Bi-Sb alloy films to account for the thick-
ness dependence of various quantities and the effect of heating a 
substrate. As the film thickness is decreased, the amorphousness 
of the films is enhanced due to an increase in the various structural 
defects and the overlap between the conduction and valence band tails 
is expected to decrease slightly. Upon heating the substrate, the 
amorphous nature is reduced with a higher density of states at the 
Fermi level compared with that for non-heated substrate. 
7) The observed Hall mobility and magnetoresistance data have pro-
vided us only a relative change with film thickness. Further studies 
will be required for a satisfactory understanding of the galvanomag-
netic properties of these films. 
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8) In conclusion, it should be emphasized that although semimetallic 
thin films prepared by vacuum deposition at room temperature or even 
elevated temperatures are known to consist actually of a mosaic of 
crystallites with a trigonal axis perpendicular to the film surface, 
they do exhibit an amorphous nature due to structural defects ----
the existence of hopping conduction, band tails, as weli as localized 
states. Therefore, we believe that it might be difficult to study 
definitely the quantum size effect in these vacuum-deposited films 
--- oscillatory phenomena arising from a size-quantization of the 
energy band. 
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